Space Models World Cup Contest – FAI Jury Report

Name of event:
14th World Cup in Krakow – Open International Space Model Contest

Venue and date:
Pobiednik Wielki - Sports Airfield of Aero Club Cracow, 31 May – 02 June, 17 km from the center of the city

Organizer:
MTSR Sowiniec Kraków – Modellers Club

FAI Jury:
Vladimir Svec – Jury Chairman /SVK/
Andrzej Sawicki – member /PL/
Tadeusz Kasprzycki – member /PL/

Contest Director: Mateusz Niebielski/ PL/

Range Safety Officer: Ewa Dudziak-Przybytek /PL/

Scale Models Judges:
Zortan Pelagic /SVK- President
Lipai Aleksandr /BLR/
Michał Filas /PL/

Competition classes: S4A, S6A, S7, S8E/p, S9A, and Non WC S8D for juniors

Number of Launching Site: 7
Number of Competitors per Site: not more than 8
Duration of Rounds: one hour, one hour, and 45 minutes the last round

Schedule:
Friday, May 31st
6.00 pm - 8.00 pm arrival of the competitors at the airport of Aeroklub Kraków in Pobiednik Wielki, registration and payment of the entry fees

Saturday, June 1st
7.15 am departure to the launching site airport of Aeroklub Kraków
7.15 pm – 7.45 am delivery of the models for S7 class
8.00 am opening ceremony
8.15 am – 11.00 am flights S4A
11.15 am – 2.00 pm flights S6A
2.15 pm – 6.15 pm flights S8E/p
3.00 pm – 3.30 pm lunch time
6.15 pm – 7.15 pm time reserved for fly-off
7.30 pm - prize giving ceremony classes S4A, S6A, S9A

8.00 pm banquet

Sunday, June 2nd
7.30 am – 8.30 am flights S8D (non WC)
8.45 am – 11.30 am  flights S9A  
11.30 am – 1.00 pm  flights S7  
1.00 pm – 1.30 pm  lunch time  
1.30 pm  prize giving ceremony and closing of the competition

Weather: at Saturday - Air temperature 25 st.C, Wind speed 2 – 4 m/s, in the afternoon rainy, at Sunday – air temperature 28 st.C., wind speed 2 – 3 m/s

Boarding and lodging:  
Accomodation: camping at the airport and motels at Niepolomice 5 km from lunching site – very good.  
Prizes: Cups, diplomas, souvenirs

Participating countries: Slovakia, Czech Republic, Bulgaria, Belarus, Poland, Switzerland, United Kingdom

Contestants per a Class: S4A – 43, S6A – 59, S7 – 17, S8E/p – 23, S9A – 41

Non WC – S8D – 14

Additional comments:  
The organizers have a very long experience and the contest was prepared at the highest standards for the Space Models World Cup. Time-keeping and judging was very good.  
The scores were posted at the score board very quickly after every round. Final lists score was distributed to the participants just after completion of the contest.

General evaluation: Excellent

Kraków /Poland/ 02 June 2019

Jury FAI
Vladimir Svec
Andrzej Sawicki
Tadeusz Kasprzycki